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Abstract
Background: The objective was to estimate the heritability for height and weight during fetal life and early childhood in two
independent studies, one including parent and singleton offsprings and one of mono- and dizygotic twins.
Methods: This study was embedded in the Generation R Study (n = 3407, singletons) and the Netherlands Twin Register
(n = 33694, twins). For the heritability estimates in Generation R, regression models as proposed by Galton were used. In the
Twin Register we used genetic structural equation modelling. Parental height and weight were measured and fetal growth
characteristics (femur length and estimated fetal weight) were measured by ultrasounds in 2nd and 3rd trimester (Generation
R only). Height and weight were assessed at multiple time-points from birth to 36 months in both studies.
Results: Heritability estimates for length increased from 2nd to 3rd trimester from 13% to 28%. At birth, heritability estimates
for length in singletons and twins were both 26% and 27%, respectively, and at 36 months, the estimates for height were
63% and 72%, respectively. Heritability estimates for fetal weight increased from 2nd to 3rd trimester from 17% to 27%. For
birth weight, heritability estimates were 26% in singletons and 29% in twins. At 36 months, the estimate for twins was 71%
and higher than for singletons (42%).
Conclusions: Heritability estimates for height and weight increase from second trimester to infancy. This increase in
heritability is observed in singletons and twins. Longer follow-up studies are needed to examine how the heritability
develops in later childhood and puberty.
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It has been questioned whether twin studies are suitable for
estimating heritability of early growth, since early growth patterns
in twins are quite different from singleton growth patterns [6].
Galton suggested that the heritability of height can also be estimated
by regressing the height of offspring against the mid-parental height
[7]. Regression on mid-parental values has the additional advantage
that the estimated heritability is not affected by assortative mating
[4]. Cole demonstrated that the accuracy of this method could
be improved by using standard deviation scores (SDS) instead
of height measurements in centimetres [8,9]_ENREF_9. Heritability estimates on anthropometrics are often obtained from single

Introduction
Heritability is the proportion of variability of a phenotype that can
be explained by polymorphic genes. Total adult body height is a
highly heritable trait, with an estimated heritability of about 80 to 90%
[1]. The heritability of weight and body mass index is considered to be
generally lower, but estimates can still be as high as 85% [2].
Heritability can be estimated through twin studies, where resemblance
of monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs is compared. A
first impression of heritability can be obtained by doubling the
difference between the MZ and DZ correlations [1,3,4,5].
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were obtained from surveys mailed to the parents when the twins
were 1, 2, and 3 years, with response rates of 83%, 80%, and 68%
respectively.

cross-sectional measurements [1,10,11,12,13,14]. Few studies
focused on anthropometrics throughout early, especially fetal, life
[15,16,17,18,19]. As compared to final adult height and weight, the
heritability of size-at-birth is low [17,18,20,21]. In a parentoffspring cohort among over a 100000 families, the fetal genetic
contribution to birth weight was suggested to be 31%, while for
birth length it was 27% [20]. Also, a previous study demonstrated
that heritability of birth weight decreased between 25 and 42 weeks
of gestation from 52% to 30% [17]. These findings suggest that the
genetic contribution to growth should decrease from second
trimester until birth, when maternal-uterine factors are more
dominant, and then increase from birth to adulthood. Furthermore,
Ounsted et al. showed that when uterine constraint is relaxed the
Mendelian laws of inheritance are followed [22]. However, as
uterine constraint increases there is evidence for transmission of
constraint through the female line [22].
We hypothesized that the heritability of weight and height
would be relatively high during the first half of pregnancy, lower
during third trimester or at birth and gradually increase
throughout early childhood. We tested this hypothesis in the
Generation R Study, a population-based prospective study from
early fetal life onwards among 3407 Caucasian singletons and their
parents, and the Netherlands Twin Register, a large twin cohort of
the same population of 33694 individuals.

Growth measurements in Generation R
Fetal growth measurements. Fetal ultrasound examinations were carried out at the research centers in each trimester of
pregnancy [28,29]. These fetal ultrasound examinations were used
for both establishing gestational age and assessing fetal growth
characteristics. Crown-rump length was used for pregnancy dating
in early pregnancy (gestational age until 12 weeks and 5 days,
crown-rump length smaller than 65 mm) and biparietal diameter
was used for pregnancy dating thereafter (gestational age from 12
weeks and 5 days onwards, biparietal diameter larger than
20 mm). For the present study, we measured fetal head
circumference (HC), abdominal circumference (AC) and femur
length (FL) to the nearest millimeter using standardized ultrasound
procedures in second and third trimester (median ages: 20.5 weeks
(90% range: 19.0–22.6) and 30.4 weeks (90% range: 28.9–32.4),
respectively) [29]. Estimated fetal weight (EFW) was calculated
using the formula by Hadlock (log10 EFW = 1.566220.0108
(HC)+0.0468 (AC)+0.171 (FL)+0.00034 (HC)220.003685 (AC *
FL)) [30]. Ultrasound examinations were performed using an
AlokaH model SSD-1700 (Tokyo, Japan) or the ATL-PhilipsH
Model HDI 5000 (Seattle, WA, USA). Fetal measurements in
early pregnancy were not included as growth characteristics
because these ultrasound examinations were primarily performed
to establish gestational age.
Parental and childhood growth measurements. In Generation R, maternal pre-pregnancy weight was obtained through
questionnaire at the enrolment in the study. In addition, weight
(during pregnancy) was assessed at the research centre. Correlation of pre-pregnancy weight obtained by questionnaire and
weight measured at enrolment (median gestational age 13.5 (90%
range 10.8–21.4) was 0.97 (P,0.001). Maternal height and
paternal weight and height were also measured at the research
center using standardized procedures.
Date of birth, birth anthropometrics (length and weight) and
offspring sex were obtained from community midwife and
hospital registries. Well-trained staff in community health
centers obtained postnatal growth characteristics (length and
weight) using standardized procedures [23]. Based on the
routine health care program (Youth Health Service), visits for
these growth characteristics were grouped into eight age
periods. Median (90% range) ages (in months) of these periods
were: 1.1 (0.9–1.6); 2.2 (2.0–2.9); 3.3 (3.1–3.9); 4.4 (4.0–4.9);
6.1 (5.4–7.3); 14.2 (13.6–15.9); 24.7 (23.4–27.3); and 36.5
(36.5–39.5).

Methods
Study designs and cohorts
This study was embedded in the Generation R Study and the
Netherlands Twin Register. Generation R is a population-based
prospective cohort study from early fetal life onwards based in
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, designed to identify early determinants of growth, development and health from fetal life until
young adulthood. The Twin Register was established around 1987
to examine the genetic and environmental contribution to health
and disease. Newborn twins are registered at birth by their
parents. Both studies have been described previously in detail
[23,24,25,26]. These studies have been approved by the Medical
Ethics Committees of the Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam
and the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and/or their parent(s)/
guardian(s).

Population for analysis
The Generation R Study. Analyses were restricted to
parent-child trio’s of singleton pregnancies from Dutch or other
European Caucasian ethnicity with parental height and weight
data available (n = 3407). Due to miscarriage and prenatal loss to
follow-up, data at birth were collected for 3370 newborns. The
prenatal follow-up rate was 95%. For the postnatal analyses, 9% of
the study population lived outside the study area, leaving 3084
subjects. The postnatal overall follow-up rate was 73%.
The Netherlands Twin Register. Analyses were performed
in 33694 twins (from 16848 twin pairs) with a least one
measurement of weight or height. There were 4956 MZMale,
5626 DZMale, 5562 MZFemale, 5148 DZFemale, and 6328 DZ
MF and 6076 DZ FM. Zygosity status was based on blood group/
DNA group polymorphisms for 1563 same-sex pairs. For the
remaining same-sex twin pairs zygosity was assessed using items
about physical similarity and frequency of confusion of the twins
by family and strangers [27], collected in surveys at 3, 5, 7, 10, and
12 years. Ethnicity was derived from country of birth parents. For
all included twins both parents were born in the Netherlands
(96.5%) or other Western countries (3.5%). Weight and height
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Growth measurements in the Twin Register
No fetal growth were available in the Twin Register. Parents of
twins reported on sex, gestational age, birth weight and birth
length in survey-1, which is collected after parents register their
twins (age ,1 years). In survey-2 and 3, mailed out when the twins
were respectively 2 and 3 years old, a parent was asked to report
height and weight as measured by the routine health care program
in the Netherlands (Youth Health Services; up until the age of
approximately 3.5 years). Based on this program, visits for these
growth measurements were grouped similarly to those of
Generation R [31,32]. Median (90% range) ages (in months) of
these periods were: 1.2 (0.9–1.6); 2.3 (1.9–2.9); 3.3 (3.0–3.9); 4.4
(4.0–4.9); 6.1 (5.5–7.0); 14.6 (13.8–15.6); 24.6 (23.5–26.7); and
36.7 (35.4–39.0).
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Statistical analysis

Table 1. Parental characteristics in the Generation R Study.

The creation of Standard Deviation Scores (SDS) for fetal
growth in Generation R is described in the File S1. In both
Generation R and the Twin Register, weight and height after birth
were converted to SDS using the software package growth
analyzer 3.5 containing the Dutch reference growth charts for
the general population from 1997 for all postnatal growth
measures [31,32]. In Generation R, mid-parental height and
weight standard deviation scores (SDS) were created by taking the
average of the two parents. For maternal weight, pre-pregnancy
weight was used. Subsequently, the heritability estimate (h2) was
determined using the method of Galton [7]. The slope of the
regression line (b1) approximates the heritability when the height
or weight of the offspring is regressed against the average height or
weight in the parents. Since fetal body length cannot be measured,
femur length in second and third trimester was used as a proxy for
body length prenatally [33]. Finally, to distinguish the between the
paternal and maternal contributions, we regressed the height of
the child (in SDS) against both paternal and maternal height
separately (in SDS) using a single parent-offspring model.
Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package
of Social Sciences version 17.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago,
IL, USA) and R version 2.10.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing).
The genetic analyses of the twin data were carried out using
genetic structural equation modeling in Mx, using maximum
likelihood estimation [34]. By using data from twin pairs, it is
possible to divide the total variation of weight and height into
variance due to additive genetic factors (A), shared environmental
factors (C), and due to environmental factors not shared by twins
(E). If the MZ resemblance is twice as large as the DZ
resemblance, the trait is influenced by additive genetic factors,
because the only difference between the two zygosity groups is in
genetic relatedness. If the DZ resemblance is the same or larger
than half the MZ resemblance, then a trait is influenced by shared
environmental factors. Shared environmental factors include the
in utero experiences and postnatal shared experiences. An
assumption of the twin method is that MZ and DZ twin pairs
share these experiences to the same extent. Differences between
MZ twins are attributable to their non-shared experiences
including measurement error. For all growth measures a full
model with A, C, and E factors was applied and the 95%
confidence intervals were estimated. The A, C and E influences
were specified as latent factors in the structural model and these
latent factors influence observed data on height and weight in MZ
and DZ twins. The A factors are correlated 1 in MZ and 0.5 in DZ
twin pairs; the C factors correlate perfectly by definition in both
pairs of twins. To estimate the heritability, the variance explained
the A factors is divided by the total phenotypic variance. We have
previously demonstrated that maternal smoking does not change
the heritability of birth weight [21]. Finally, in both Generation R
and the Twin Register, gestational age was modelled as a fixed
effect, because a part of the variation in birth weight and length
may be explained by the differences in gestational age.

Parental characteristics [5]

Mean (SD)/Median
(90% range)

Maternal characteristics
Age (years)

3407

31.5 (4.1)

Height (cm)

3405

170.6 (6.4)

Standard deviation score

3405

0.00 (1.00)

Pre-pregnancy weight (kg)

3394

68.0 (55.0, 94.0)

Standard deviation score

3394

20.09 (21.24, 1.90)

Paternal characteristic
Age (years)

3406

33.6 (4.9)

Height (cm)

3407

184.3 (7.0)

3407

0.00 (1.00)

3401

84.5 (67.0, 108.0)

3401

20.08 (21.46, 1.79)

Standard deviation score
Weight (kg)
Standard deviation score
Mid-parental characteristics
Height (cm)
Standard deviation score
Weight (kg)
Standard deviation score

3404

177.4 (5.2)

3404

0.00 (0.78)

3388

77.0 (64.0, 95.5)

3388

20.08 (21.11, 1.40)

Values represent means (standard deviation) or median (90% range).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.t001

Figures 1 and 2 show the heritability estimates from second
trimester to 36 months for height and weight, respectively, in the
Generation R Study and the Netherlands Twin Register. Also,
Table 3 gives the estimates for additive genetic (A), shared
environmental (C) and non-shared environmental (E) factors from
the Twin Register. The heritability estimates for birth weight and
height are comparable in both studies. In the Generation R Study,
the heritability for height increased strongly from second to third
trimester (13% (95% confidence interval (CI): 8%, 17%) to 28%
(95% CI: 24%, 32%). In the first month of life, the heritability of
height increased rapidly from 26% at birth (95% CI: 21%, 32%) to
41% (95% CI: 36%, 46%) at 1 month. This increase was followed
by a more gradual increase to a heritability of 63% (95% CI: 58%,
68%) at 36 months. In the twins, however, no strong increase in
heritability estimates for height was observed in the first months of
postnatal life, as was seen in Generation R. The main increase
occurred between 6 and 14 months, eventually leading to a
comparable heritability estimate to that in Generation R at the age
of 36 months (72% (95% CI: 69%, 76%).
Regarding weight, the heritability had a similar pattern as fetal
height increasing strongly from second to third trimester (from
17% (95% CI: 12%, 21%) to 27% (95% CI: 23%, 31%)) in
Generation R. After birth, the heritability for weight showed a
slight decline followed by a gradual increase to a heritability of
42% (95% CI: 37%, 48%) at 36 months. For the twins, the
heritability estimates up to the age of 4 months were similar to
those in Generation R, showing a marginal decline in the first 3
months. However, in the twins the heritability estimates were
markedly higher after the age of six months, resulting in a
heritability estimate of 71% (95% CI: 68, 76%) at the age of 36
months.
The parental effects of each parent separately as measured in
the Generation R Study are shown in Table 4. For second and
third trimester estimated fetal weight, the heritability was higher
for maternal weight than paternal weight (second trimester: 13%

Results
The parental anthropometric characteristics in Generation R
are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 gives the fetal (Generation R)
and childhood (both studies) growth characteristics. The twins
from the Twin Register were shorter and lighter throughout early
childhood than the singletons from Generation R, starting with a
lower birth weight and length and a shorter gestational age at
birth.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Table 2. Child characteristics in the Generation R Study and the Netherlands Twin Register.

The Generation R Study

Netherlands Twin Register

Child characteristic

N

Mean (SD)

Sex (% boys)

3370

50.3%

N/A

N/A

Gestational age (weeks)

3171

20.5 (19.0–22.6)

N/A

N/A

Femur length (mm)

3171

33.3 (3.3)

N/A

N/A

Estimated fetal weight (grams)

3154

380 (87)

N/A

N/A

Gestational age (weeks)

3248

30.4 (28.9–32.4)

N/A

N/A

Femur length (mm)

3203

57.5 (3.0)

N/A

N/A

Estimated fetal weight (grams)

3234

1638 (260)

N/A

N/A

Gestational age (weeks)

3267

40.1 (36.7–42.1)

33528

37.0 (32.0–40.0)

Length (cm)

2282

50.5 (2.3)

24450

46.7 (3.6)

Weight (grams)

3253

3514 (509)

33102

2503 (546)

Age (months)

2409

1.1 (0.9–1.6)

23644

1.2 (0.9–1.6)

Length (cm)

2026

54.5 (2.4)

13647

51.7 (2.5)

Weight (grams)

2407

4454 (619)

23481

3596 (558)

Age (months)

2084

2.2 (2.0–2.9)

26732

2.3 (1.9–2.9)

Length (cm)

1501

58.6 (2.7)

17990

55.2 (3.0)

Weight (grams)

2081

5540 (748)

26565

4553 (728)

Age (months)

2112

3.3 (3.1–3.9)

26735

3.3 (3.0–3.9)

Length (cm)

1777

61.6 (2.5)

24639

58.6 (2.9)

Weight (grams)

2109

6271 (763)

26592

5426 (789)

Age (months)

1897

4.4 (4.0–4.9)

26399

4.4 (4.0–4.9)

Length (cm)

1398

64.2 (2.5)

22859

61.5 (2.9)

Weight (grams)

1892

6906 (788)

26298

6158 (828)

Age (months)

2698

6.1 (5.4–7.3)

30042

6.1 (5.5–7.0)

Length (cm)

2394

67.7 (2.6)

28341

65.5 (2.9)

Weight (grams)

2686

7814 (857)

29922

7133 (900)

Age (months)

2520

14.2 (13.6–15.9)

25994

14.6 (13.8–15.6)

Height (cm)

2503

78.3 (2.7)

25370

77.7 (3.0)

Weight (grams)

2502

10527 (1089)

25780

10150 (1149)

Age (months)

2276

24.7 (23.4–27.3)

16157

24.6 (23.5–26.7)

Height (cm)

2240

88.3 (3.4)

15771

87.8 (3.6)

Weight (grams)

2272

12924 (1422)

15987

12489 (1458)

Age (months)

2063

36.5 (35.3–39.5)

17305

36.7 (35.4–39.0)

Height (cm)

2029

97.5 (3.8)

17049

97.2 (4.0)

Weight (grams)

2040

15223 (1728)

16987

14757 (1765)

Second trimester

Third trimester

Birth

1 month

2 months

3 months

4 months

6 months

14 months

24 months

36 months

Values represent means (standard deviation) or percentages.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.t002
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Figure 1. Heritability of height from second trimester of pregnancy until the age of 36 months. Values reflect heritability estimates (95%
confidence interval). Model in the Generation R Study: height (SDS) = b0+b1 * mid-parental height (SDS). Here the slope ‘b1’ is equal to the heritability
‘h2’ [7]. Prenatally height is femur length (SDS). Postnatal growth is additionally adjusted for gestational age at birth. Model in the Netherlands Twin
Register: Full twin model with additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C) and non-shared environmental (E) factors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.g001

singletons, the heritability estimates for height and weight
increased from 2nd trimester to 36 months from 13% to 63%
and from 20% to 42%, respectively. A similar increase between
birth and 36 months (27% to 72%) was found for height when
analyzing data from MZ and DZ twins. For both birth length
(26% in singletons and 27% in twins) and birth weight (26% in
singletons and 29% in twins) the heritability estimates were
remarkably similar in both studies. The only difference in
heritability estimates between the twin and singleton sample is
seen for weight at 36 months. Heritability estimates were higher
(71%) in twins than in singletons (42%).
Prior to the study, we had hypothesized that the heritability of
height and weight would be relatively high in the first half of
pregnancy, lower in third trimester or birth and gradually increase
throughout early childhood. However, we observed that the
heritability estimates for height and weight were considerably

(95% CI: 10%, 17%) for maternal weight versus 7% (95% CI: 4%,
11%) for paternal weight; and third trimester: 22% (95% CI: 18%,
25%) for maternal weight versus 12% (95% CI: 8%, 15%) for
paternal weight). The maternal effects for weight decreased after
birth (22% (95% CI: 18%, 25%) at birth to 14% (95% CI: 10%,
18%) at 1 month), after which there were no large differences in
weight estimates between the parents until the age of 3 years. For
height, the maternal effects were consistently higher as compared
to those based on paternal height from second trimester to 3 years
of age.

Discussion
In this study we estimated the heritability of body size from
second trimester until the postnatal age of 36 months using data
from two different studies among parental-child trios and twins. In

Figure 2. Heritability of weight from second trimester of pregnancy until the age of 36 months. Values reflect heritability estimates (95%
confidence interval). Model in the Generation R Study: weight (SDS) = b0+b1 * mid-parental weight (SDS). Here the slope ‘b1’ is equal to the
heritability ‘h2’ [7]. Prenatally weight is estimated fetal weight (SDS). Postnatal growth is additionally adjusted for gestational age at birth. Model in
the Netherlands Twin Register: Full twin model with additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C) and non-shared environmental (E) factors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.g002
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restriction or growth enhancement caused by the maternal-uterine
environment [35]. These estimates would indicate that a
significant proportion of this catch-up or catch-down growth in
height would occur already in the first few weeks of postnatal life.
Nonetheless, for both weight and height, heritability estimates at
the age of 36 months were lower than those estimated in other
samples in adulthood [1,2]. We expect that these values would
increase further into adulthood. This increase in heritability might
be expected to occur before or during puberty, since the onset of
the pubertal growth spurt and the age of peak height velocity have
been shown to be highly heritable (91% and 93%, respectively)
[14].
Regarding weight, a previous study demonstrated that heritability of birth weight decreased between 25 and 42 weeks of
gestation from 52% to 30% [17]. In both the Generation R and
the Twin Register, the heritability of birth weight was similar (26%
and 30%, respectively). Using directly measured fetal growth
characteristics, we showed that the heritability did not increase in
the last ten weeks of pregnancy and was almost constant
throughout the first 4 months in postnatal life. This lack of
increase could be explained by a more dominant role for the
uterine environment on weight gain in third trimester fetal growth
and that this effect continues into early postnatal life. This idea is
supported by the fact that the influence of the shared environment
(C) in the Twin Register stayed fairly constant between 1 and 4
month (50–61%) and then dropped sharply to 17% at the age of
14 months. Though both studies showed clear increases of
heritability estimates for weight during early childhood, at the
age of 36 months the heritability was estimated to be 42% and
71% in Generation R and the Twin Register respectively.
Some methodological issues need to be considered. In our study
the postnatal follow-up rate was 73%. It is unlikely, however, that
this loss to follow-up biased our results, since one can assume that
the follow-up is independent of the heritability. To our knowledge,
this is the first study that assessed the heritability of body size from
fetal life onwards at several ages. In Generation R, the regression
method from Galton [7], modified by Cole [9], allowed us to assess
heritability of growth using parent-offspring trios. However, this

Table 3. Heritability of height and weight from birth until the
age of 36 months in the Netherlands Twin Register.

Height
A

Weight
C

E

A

C

E

Birth

27 (23–30) 46 (43–49) 27 (26–29) 29 (24–34) 22 (18–25) 49 (48–51)

1 month

25 (21–29) 52 (48–55) 23 (22–25) 23 (20–26) 55 (52–57) 22 (21–24)

2 months 22 (20–25) 59 (56–61) 19 (18–20) 20 (18–23) 61 (59–63) 19 (18–20)
3 months 22 (20–25) 59 (57–61) 19 (18–19) 26 (23–28) 55 (53–58) 19 (18–20)
4 months 27 (24–29) 56 (54–58) 17 (16–18) 30 (28–33) 50 (48–52) 20 (19–21)
6 months 40 (37–42) 45 (43–47) 15 (15–16) 41 (38–43) 40 (38–42) 19 (18–20)
14 months 58 (55–61) 28 (25–31) 14 (13–15) 67 (64–70) 17 (15–21) 16 (15–16)
24 months 65 (61–69) 23 (20–27) 12 (11–13) 71 (67–76) 13 (9–17) 16 (15–17)
36 months 72 (69–76) 17 (14–21) 11 (10–11) 71 (68–76) 14 (10–17) 15 (14–16)
Values reflect heritability estimates (95% confidence interval).
Model: Full twin model with additive genetic (A), shared environmental (C) and
non-shared environmental (E) factors.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.t003

lower in second trimester than third trimester. Previously, the
heritability of weight at 25 weeks of gestation was estimated to be
52%, which is much higher than the 17% found in the current
study [17]. Genes may indeed not play such an important role in
early fetal growth. On the other hand, at mid-pregnancy random
measurement error may have led to an underestimation of the
heritability estimates.
For height the heritability estimates at birth was around 26–
27% is both studies. In Generation R, the heritability estimates
increased strongly during the first month postnatally. Studies have
shown that children tend to catch-up or catch-down in the first
years after birth, after which growth generally continues along the
same percentile until the individual reaches the target height in
adulthood [35]. Changes in early postnatal growth rates are
influenced by a drive to compensate for prenatal fetal growth

Table 4. Estimates for height and weight from second trimester to 36 months stratified by parent.

Age

Height

Weight

Mother

Father

Mother

Father

Second trimester

0.097 (0.062, 0.132)

0.053 (0.028, 0.087)

0.131 (0.096, 0.166)

0.070 (0.035, 0.105)

Third trimester

0.196 (0.161, 0.230)

0.140 (0.106, 0.174)

0.215 (0.181, 0.248)

0.116 (0.082, 0.150)

Birth

0.178 (0.137, 0.219)

0.139 (0.098, 0.179)

0.218 (0.184, 0.252)

0.104 (0.069, 0.138)

1 month

0.275 (0.233, 0.316)

0.217 (0.175, 0.259)

0.140 (0.099, 0.181)

0.126 (0.086, 0.165)

2 months

0.331 (0.278, 0.379)

0.220 (0.170, 0.269)

0.142 (0.098, 0.186)

0.144 (0.101, 0.187)

3 months

0.342 (0.298, 0.387)

0.244 (0.199, 0.289)

0.131 (0.088, 0.174)

0.166 (0.123, 0.208)

4 months

0.324 (0.274, 0.375)

0.265 (0.215, 0.315)

0.138 (0.082, 0.185)

0.177 (0.132, 0.222)

6 months

0.324 (0.287, 0.363)

0.237 (0.198, 0.276)

0.185 (0.143, 0.220)

0.170 (0.133, 0.208)

14 months

0.315 (0.278, 0.353)

0.287 (0.249, 0.325)

0.215 (0.174, 0.255)

0.218 (0.180, 0.257)

24 months

0.338 (0.299, 0.377)

0.308 (0.268, 0.347)

0.243 (0.202, 0.284)

0.228 (0.188, 0.269)

36 months

0.392 (0.351, 0.433)

0.352 (0.312, 0.393)

0.273 (0.230, 0.316)

0.240 (0.197, 0.283)

Model for mothers: height or weight (SDS) = b0+b1 * maternal height or weight (SDS).
Model for fathers: height or weight (SDS) = b0+b1 * paternal height or weight (SDS).
The estimates are based on b1 for single parent-offspring estimates.
Heritability estimates are given with 95% confidence interval.
Prenatally height is femur length (SDS) and weight is estimated fetal weight (SDS).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0039901.t004
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method might lead to an overestimation of the genetic contribution in early growth. For example, we observed a relatively high
heritability estimate for fetal weight and birth weight based on
maternal weight as compared to paternal weight. Also, the
heritability for postnatal length was consistently higher estimated
for maternal height than for paternal height. A possible
explanation is that mothers have a larger shared fetal and early
postnatal environment with their offspring than fathers in early
life. However, this does not explain why we did not observe a
difference between the two parents regarding the heritability of
weight. Maternal pre-pregnancy weight is known to be highly
positively associated with fetal growth [36]. The relatively higher
fetal weight heritability estimates for maternal weight than for
paternal weight could be reflection of a shared maternal-fetal
environment rather than shared genetic factors. Also, inheritance
follows the Mendelian laws when there is little uterine constraint,
but as uterine constraint increases there is evidence for transmission of constraint through the female line [22]. Another
explanation is that not all the fathers in our study are the
biological father, which would of course lead to a lower heritability
estimate due to the decrease in shared genes. Finally, a parent-oforigin effect on early growth of genes regulating growth, as is
known in the case of the genomic imprinting of the IGF2 gene
might explain part of the difference in heritability estimates
between the parents [20,37].
Estimating heritability by either Galton’s method that makes use
of mid-parent – offspring data or the classical twin method that
compares identical and fraternal twins both have their own
strengths and shortcomings. Galton’s method makes the strong
assumption that the same genes affect parents’ and offspring’s
phenotype [4]. Growth genes are known to affect anthropometrics
differently in various stages of development [38], which could thus
lead to a downward bias of the heritability estimate. Regarding the
twin method, it remains unknown whether twin studies are
suitable for estimating heritability of early growth, since early
growth patterns in twins are quite different from singleton growth
patterns [6]. Also, though rare, this method can be prone bias due

to a high discrepancy of birth weight in MZ pairs. Thus, the
increasing trend in heritability in the current study can also be due
to the increasing genetic correlation with adult height (Galton’s
method) and/or the decreasing environmental variation related to
twin pregnancies (twin method). One could hypothesize that a
different study design could reduce these types of potential biases,
for example by comparing third generation data from MZ and DZ
twins.
In conclusion, the current study demonstrated that the
heritability of height and weight increases from second trimester
to infancy in two independent studies from the same population,
using two different methods to estimate heritability. Longer followup studies are necessary to examine how the heritability develops
in later childhood and puberty.
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